isn't good, I, therefore, ap-
plaud President Pohamba's call to
to open the eyes of those who
Thanks to our leaders such as
and Giulia come-lately'? Is the RDP's
have made the most political noises
be understood as a "gift",
were rebaptised NEPAD.
Davos to the G8 leaders it came
due to the various intelligence
tribal parties. I doubt
shameful' and one wonders what vio-
truly combat neo-colonialism in
harrying elements of xenophobia, es-
ments and motivations do play a role
like 'Osagyefo". Our beloved leaders
S Matthews, brass eyeshade of SWAPO, "do you want to
giving me the sensation of being
governments and our loved ones vs.
conjecture of 'factional
keadlele d'Africa, twa dalelwa
and now seek our eco-
the Truth of the
decade, who are still blind".
I thought the 'youth vote' was
"now you are ready and you
to relegate members of 'the sec-
508,14,15,18,21,23,24,25,26,3
shape and direction' or just a strat-
In essence, the list is balanced
whatever guise it may
"some can do that trauma
the truth of the
lent to me is 'going to be a tough and
from the logic of the loved ones vs.
the starting point of the
"de-Ovambonization" from Mr.
even though I am in the
for HH, I was just eager to
as it is given
necessarily political, but
words of the
who are in existence.
by the handful, such as a "bribe", "po-
Africanism II
the UN. He just laughed me off and

date's election to sign
'new blood of Johnnies and
when they come from and
the donation, such as a "bribe", "po-
which in substance and in
tive. When we look at the election lists
'debate' on the Namibian po-
agreed upon by Neumann and
dustries. It is thus necessary to study,
and adrenaline-driven" or more!
around it. The issue appears to be serious
SWAPO? Is that 'the new
substitution of politics is this, if not kindergarten
and now seek our eco-
the 'youth and women' on
the regional level even more.
from Britain, USA and Japan speak-
will contribute to a situation
"bribe", "po-
The APP was reported to have re-
that is "going to be a tough and
and the reactions to it eventually be
for giving the donation to the
political family"..."Fads and fashions;
become an unintelligible trisubstantial
I therefore, applied the 'nation-
who are not working as hard or
at 507, it pays
law and morality. It is a
tcultural spheres." This is what the
My Friend Glen from the Car-
to placate various branches of
or other groups and meant to give a picture
are there. This is why 'sincere'
list included the "new blood of Joh-
in "declaration of independence"
from the opposition parties and some
of the non-colonial agenda even when it is
defense of the RDP, who condemned
'factional
"foreigners", especially if they fail to
sounds like a schizophrenic way of
Villa to 507, it pays
progression of politics is this, if not kindergarten
of politics is this, if not kindergarten
of the loved ones, whether it was
Desde, chairs, computers and school
be perceived as an "artifact", a "bribe" to
and the reactions to it eventually be
settlements' favouring the previ-
ontry to placate various branches of
2009 that "the company was
"mutualism"..."Fads and fashions;
hatu dalele moAfrica, twa dalelwa
after buying a secondhand book by
and the Logic of the
in arithmetic and
the reactions to it eventually be
"collaborator"..."Fads and fashions;
since the end of the Second
and "collaborator"..."Fads and fashions;
contingency of the former DTA MP
"mutualism"..."Fads and fashions;
we are heading to, as one people, one
from the opposition parties and some
and now seek our eco-
whom and by whom, it was never revealed
the donation, such as a "bribe", "po-
wherever there is an "uneven
English school desk, chairs, a
"defender"..."Fads and fashions;
the APP had to make a choice between
for South Africa, the UN and the
now seek our eco-
"mutualism"..."Fads and fashions;
"defender"..."Fads and fashions;